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“Individual Risk Attitudes: Measurement, Determinants &
Behavioral Consequences”
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The Problem
• Is the willingness to take risk related to:
Gender
Age
Height
Parents
Income
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Sources of Data
German Socio-Economic
Panel (SOEP)

Sample

First Source of Data

Second Source of Data

Measures risk attitudes

Drawn from the population of SOEP

22,000 individuals, 11,803
households surveyed in 2004

450 individuals
Participated in a Field Experiment

Answered a survey
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Methodology for SOEP
Dohmen and others (2011) surveyed 22,000 Adult Germans asking them 2
major questions
1)

General Risk Question: “How willing are you to take risks, in general?”. They had
to answer in a scale from 0 to10.
0 (minimum)

2)

5 (somewhat)

10 (maximum)

Contextual Risk Question: “How willing are you to take risks in the following
contexts?”
Context
Car Driving
Financial Matters
Sports & Leisure
Health
Career
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Response to the General Risk Question
• The graphical representation of the answers given by the respondents
show that majority respond as 5 as their willingness to take risk in general.
• It is also interesting that the smallest fraction choose 10 while a somewhat
larger number of respondents (7%) choose 0 as their willingness to take
risk.
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Regression on the General Risk Question
•

Dohmen and others (2011) in their study carry out regression with the dependent variable as
the response to the General Risk Question.
•
•

•

•

•
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Explanatory variable: Column 1
takes Gender, age, height,
Column 2 takes in to
consideration if the mother and
father are educated (Abitur is the
high school examination in
Germany)
Column 3, 4 & 5 takes the
explanatory variable of whether
the individual had household
income in 2002, 2003 or 2004.
Column 6 takes the explanatory
variable of household wealth and
income, characterized by marital
status, nationality, employment
etc.
Standard deviation =2.4
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Results from the General Risk Question

Gender

• Women are less
willing to take risk
than men.

Age

• The willingness to
take risk decreases
with age.

Height

• The willingness to
take risk increases
with height.
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Parents

• Parents with higher
education positively
affect risk affinity.

Income

• Income is significantly
and positively correlated
to the will to take risk.

Wealth

• Wealth is significantly
positively correlated to
the will to take risk.
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Experimental Validation of Survey
• Can survey data imply actual risk taking behavior?
• Lottery experiment conducted on 450 individuals as similar as the SOEP
population
• Observation:
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9%
Risk Loving

13%
Risk Neutral

Risk Averse

78%
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Regression Study & Results
• Regression carried out on responses with value of safe option as
dependent variable
•

•

•

•
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Explanatory variable: Column 1
does not take any other control
element.
Column 2 takes into consideration
gender, age, height.
Column 3 takes the explanatory
variable whether the individual
specifics like parents, income,
wealth, etc.
Results are same as what is found
by SOEP General Risk Question
Analysis.
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Risk Attitudes in Different Domains
Conducting regression study on the
SOEP responses to other contextual
questions, it is found that:
•
Women are lower risk takers
than men especially with
respect to driving and financial
matters.
•
Older members have
decreasing will to take risk
especially in driving, sports and
career.
•
Taller individuals are more
willing to take risks in all fields.
•
Father’s education positively
affects risk taking in all
contexts while mother’s
education has an impact in
sports and career.
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Cross-Context Stability in Risk
Comparing risk
attitudes in
different contexts
Dohmen and others
(2011) rank the
willingness to take
risk from greatest
to least:

General
Career

Sports & Leisure
Car Driving
Health

Financial Matters
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Risky Behavior in Specific Situations
Further to the SOEP results, Dohmen and others (2011) show in their study
how the participants act in specific scenarios:
Situation

Corresponding
Context

Portfolio Choices

Financial Matters

Participation in
sports

Sports & Leisure

Smoking

Health

Self- Employment

Career

Regression studies show that behavior in a specific situation is positively
correlated to the response to the corresponding context question.
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Implications
• Dohmen and others (2011) in their study, find that gender, age, height and
parental education have an impact on the willingness to take risk.
• Risk attitudes are relatively stable across contexts.
• The willingness to take risk explains risky behavior in specific situations. For
example, a person who is a high risk taker in health is likely to take up
smoking.

Scope
•

It is further open to discussion if gender difference in willingness to take
risk can explain why women prefer low compensation schemes.
• The age affect to risk affinity may impact investing on a macro level,
making it more conservative.
• If parents’ level of education positively affects risk taking behavior, it might
be interesting to explore how education policies can be modified for better
economic results.
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Women and Risk: What did we learn?
• Dohmen and others (2011) find that women have a lower willingness to
take risk than men.
• It was found that people are more risk averse in financial decision-making
compared to decisions concerning career, sports, driving and health.
• Given the above two it is highly likely that women in finance have chosen
this field with greater confidence and are more likely to calculate their
decisions more carefully in order to avoid highly risky situations.
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Follow us and contact us!
• Gender & Finance project
Twitter: @GenderFinance
Facebook: Gender & Finance
Website: www.genderfinance.net
• François Longin
E-mail: longin@essec.edu
Website: www.longin.fr
• Estefania Santacreu-Vasut
E-mail: santacreuvasut@essec.edu
Website: santacreuvasut.com
• Aatreyi Mitra
E-mail: aatreyi.mitra@essec.edu
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Gender & Finance project
Follow our Literature Review Series:
• Literature Review Series # 1: Lee and James (2007)
Does the Gender of Top Executives Matter?
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